
 

Hi, 

When you bet Each Way with a bookmaker you have very little chance of making regular profits 

unless you consistently find big odds winners.  

Why?  

Because the percentages are massively tilted in the bookmakers favour and odds of around 9/1 for 

the win will be required to break even on the place bet, or just return a very small profit.  

Gold-4 has a way round that and it is the best of all worlds. 

My unique strategy ensures no losing runs and winning on two bets most of the time. 

• Recommended Betting Bank: 100pts 

• Recommended Staking: 1pt Win and 3pts Place 

• You split your stake 25% on the win and 75% on the place.  

• If you have £10 then £2.50 goes on the win and £7.50 goes on the place bet.  

• A minimum odds of 1.5 is required for the place.  

• If you cannot get 1.5 then put the full 4pt stake on the win only bet.   

My Story 

I built my own betting capital up from a start bank of £250 – it took me most of a year, but I now 

make over £3,000 per month from my selections.  

You can do exactly the same as I did, so can anyone who follows my selections and strategy. 

Just keep reinvesting your winnings each day and week, to raise your point value (stake). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



How?  

I want you to look at an average couple of days betting played at £25 per point:  

 

My Total Return minus Total Stake (Profit) was over 25pts!  

At £25 per point the exact profit was £637.25.  

That is for only two days of quite simple betting which does not consume any real time.  

The Truth Of Actually Betting For Real – Liability Vs Profitability 

What do I mean by this?  

Well, if you bet in win singles only you are going to get a losing run at some point. Even at short odds. 

If your average win odds are above Evens you are at some point, going to hit a losing run of up to 

about 10.  

When you have built your betting bank up to Income Levels (where you draw a weekly or monthly 

profit income), it can be hard to sustain making bets of £100 or more during such a challenging run 

of losers. Especially as many of them will be 2nd or 3rd and only just miss out on the win!  

This is what I mean by ‘Liability Vs Profitability.’  

Gold 4 will yield comparable returns to win only, without the headache of losing runs.  

Trust me on this; when you are betting for real and the Gold 4 selection you have just staked £100 on 

was only just pipped at the post, but will still make you a profit because of my unique staking 

strategy - you will be feeling much better than if your whole stake had gone on the win!  

Just check over the results above in my example.  

Any questions you can contact me: petesheridangold4@gmail.com 
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